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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004



BUDDHISM BEYOND ASIA 24. THE WEST: EARLY BUDDHIST CONTACTS When Buddhism spread westward in modern times, it first reached Europe before going to the Americas. European contacts with Buddhism went back to ancient times and later on as an important result of European colonialism in the East. However, there were important historical factors in Europe itself that favoured the planting of Buddhism. Hellenistic expansion Long before Alexander, there was mutual influence, for indirect contact between Greece and India by the trade routes. In the form in which they are known the Greek fables, for example, are older, but “this may be an accident of transmission” (Angus Stewart Fletcher, Ency Brit 15th ed. 1983 7:138f). The fable was apparently first used in India as a vehicle of Buddhist instruction. Some of the Jātakas or birth stories of the Buddha, which relate some of his experiences in previous incarnations mostly as animals, resemble Greek fables and are used to point to a moral. The Indian expedition of Alexander the Great (327-325 BCE) opened up the “land of the philosophers” to the West, which competed with ancient Egypt as a source of Gnosis, spiritual wisdom. Contact continued along the trade routes, along which the aretologies (miraculous stories of gods and heroes) of both worlds traveled and mingled. Some of these myths can be found in the Bodhisattva legends. There are also scattered references to Boutta in the ancient Greek texts. Christian crusades Jerusalem, sacred to all the Abrahamic religions, was captured by the Arabs in 637, and fell to the Seljuk Turks in 1071, stopping Christian pilgrimages there and threatening Christendom itself. This led to the eight Crusades (1096-1270). At the same time, there was a legend of Prester John, believed to be a priest-king ruling in over a Christian state in India. It is likely that this legend was based on certain Biblical and Patristic passages, and the observed similarity of Tibetan and Catholic religions. All this motivated Europeans to go the East where they encountered eastern religions. We have factual accounts like The Journey of William of Rubruck (1220-1293), who visited Kublai Khan in China, as did Marco Polo (1271-1295). Kublai was a powerful patron of Buddhism and one of his court advisors was the Tibetan Sakyapa abbot, Phags-pa (123580) (Almond 1986:91-101). Islamic (especially Persian) literature contain many tales with Indian themes. Most, if not all, of the stories of the Kitāb Kalīlah wa Dimna, a work translated by the Persian Ibn al-Muqaffa’ (d. 760), for example, can be traced to the Indian Panca,tantra (the “Five Chapters,” known as “Tales of Bidpai” in Europe) and other Indian sources. Through
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Fig 16. Early contact with Christian power: the British conquer Burma
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 their Crusades, western Christians encountered such oriental stories through the Muslims. The legend of Saints Barlaam and Josaphat, commemorated on 27 November (that is, until the recent “revision” of the Catholic hagiography) by the Catholic church, is derived from the Buddha story. “Josaphat” is the corruption of “Bodhisattva.” Exploration and missions On 22 November 1497, the Portuguese navigator Vasco da Gama (c. 1460-1524) rounded the Cape of Good Hope (the southern tip of Africa) and successfully reached India, and so opened the sea-route to the Far East in the European quest for “gospel, glory and gold.” Discovering the East to be “heathen,” the Catholic Church, through their various monastic orders, tried to convert it. Various Catholic missionaries sailed east: Francis Xavier (1506-1552) to India, Malacca, China and Japan; Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) to China, and Ippolito Desideri (1684-1733) to Tibet. For various reasons, mostly through infighting and the human weaknesses of their own church leaders, they had very limited success. Nevertheless, there were some mutual influences, for example, Japanese aristocrats influenced Portuguese dress and the Chinese calendar was revised under Jesuit influence, while the West gained grammars and dictionaries of Eastern languages and Latin versions of Buddhist texts. 25. FACTORS FAVOURING BUDDHISM IN THE WEST European enlightenment Beginning in the 17th century and climaxing in the 18th century, the European Enlightenment looked up more to reason and science rather than the Bible for explanations of life and the universe. Many people, such as the Scottish philosopher and historian David Hume (1171-76) saw that there was a “natural religion” held in common by people of all cultures, albeit best expressed in Christianity. In the 19th century advances in geology (the history of the earth is longer than Biblical scholars claimed) and Biblical studies itself led to a weakening in Biblical literalism. Darwin’s theory of evolution further seriously cast doubt on the “revealed” Biblical account of creation as history. Modernist and “scientific” religion? This atmosphere of doubt, discovery and freedom culminated in the last two decades of the 19th century, when Buddhism in a modernist form was fashionable amongst the middle class in Britain, Germany and America. Like Christianity, Buddhism has a noble ethical system, but Buddhism teaches self-help without dependence on God or priests, as in Christianity. Like science, Buddhism was based on experience, saw the universe as ruled by a cosmic law (or a personal creator), and did not regard humans and animals as radically distinct. Yet Buddhism provided a human-centred mysticism which cold science totally lacked. In 1975, Fritjof Capra1 published his ground-breaking book entitled The Tao of Physics: an exploration of the parallels between modern physics and eastern mysticism (Boulder: Shambhala, 1975), which was followed by various works in a similar tone by other scientists, and other more exploitative titles on the “Tao” of almost everything. The highlight of the book is chapter 14 entitled “Emptiness and Form,” where Capra declares that “the distinction between matter and empty space finally had to be abandoned” and then quoting the Heart Fig 17. Science and eastern religions. 1



Sutra: “Form is emptiness, and emptiness is indeed form” (1975:222 f.).



See Lopez (ed) 2002:236-243.
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 Buddhism is not science, nor science Buddhism The 1980s might be said to be a high point when modernist Buddhists piously delighted in identifying Buddhism with modern science, a trend that began probably with Protestant Buddhism in Sri Lanka [34]. For good reason, scientists who are Buddhists or influenced by Buddhism have a more sobre outlook against the modernist claim of a “scientific” Buddhism. After all, scientist Ken Wilber writes, “the physicist is looking at nothing but a set of highly abstract differential equations––not at “reality” itself, but at mathematical symbols of reality” (1985:8) but …in mystical consciousness, Reality is apprehended directly and immediately, meaning without any mediation, any symbolic elaboration, any conceptualization, or any abstractions; subject and object become one in a timeless and spaceless act that is beyond any and all forms of mediation…beyond words, symbols, names, thoughts, images. (Ken Wilber 1985:7) Wilber takes pain to point out (echoing the Buddha’s admonition in the Chapter on the Fool, A 1:59, regarding those who misrepresent him) that …to even claim that there are direct and central similarities between the findings of physics and mysticism is necessarily to claim that the latter is fundamentally merely a symbolic abstraction, because it is absolutely true that the former is exactly that. At the very least, it represents a profound confusion of absolute and relative truth…this is what repelled the physicists in this volume [his book Quantum Questions]. (Ken Wilber 1985:8) What attracts thinkers and scientists like Albert Einstein (1879-1955) to Buddhism is, in his own words, “a cosmic religious feeling…which knows no dogma and no God conceived in man’s image” (Wilber, 1985:102). For this reason, Buddhist enthusiasts have quoted (and misquoted) Einstein ad nauseum, especially this best known remark: The religion of the future will be a cosmic religion. It should transcend a personal God and avoid dogmas and theology. Covering both the natural and the spiritual, it should be based on a religious sense arising from the experience of all things, natural and spiritual, as a meaningful unity. Buddhism answers this description. (Einstein, Los Angeles Times, 1954) 26. BUDDHIST INFLUENCES ON WESTERN CULTURE Intellectual attraction The early non-Buddhist Westerner usually did not distinguish Buddhism from other Oriental systems. In this mixed form of monolithic Buddhism, certain Buddhist ideas have influenced Western intellectuals and truth-seekers. The German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860) adopted some Buddhist ideas in Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung (1818; “The World as Will and Idea, 1883-86). He in turn influenced Richard Wagner (1813-83) in the composition of the opera Tristan und Isolde (1865). Wagner also attempted an opera on the Buddha but never completed it. Both Schopenhauer and Wagner influenced Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche (1844-1900), who developed the Übermansch (Superman) theory, expressed particularly in Thus Spake Zarathustra (1883-92). This superior man is not the product of evolution, but rather, would emerge when any man with superior potential completely masters himself and strikes off conventional Christian “herd morality” to create his own values, which are completely rooted on this earth. The lecturer, poet and essayist Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-82) and the philosopher, poet and activist Henry David Thoreau (1817-62), both New England Transcendentalists, incorporated elements of Buddhism into their theory and practice. Transcendentalism is an idealistic system of thought based on a
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 belief in the essential unity of all creation, the innate goodness of man, and the supremacy of insight over logic and experience for the revelation of the deepest truths. Many openly soteriological organizations (that seek spiritual truth and salvation) have been influencded by Buddhist ideas. The Theosophical Society was founded by Col. Henry Steel Olcott (1832-1907) and Blavatsky (née Helene Hahn von Rottenstern, 1831-91) in 1875 [31]. Although unlike Buddhism in many ways, Theosophy highly regarded Buddhism, which encouraged interest in Buddhism amongst many American and Europeans. In many books of the period, Theosophy was called “Esoteric Buddhism.” [34]



Fig 18. Great western minds influenced by Buddhism and eastern thought. Top l-r: Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860), German philosopher; Richard Wagner (1813-83), German musician; Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche (1844-1900), German philosopher. Below l-r: Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-82), American lecturer, poet and essayist; Hermann Hesse (1877-1962), German author; Oswald Spengler (1880-28), German philosopher and social theorist.
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 The novels of Herman Hesse (1877-1962), especially Siddhartha (1922), a lyrical novel based on the early life of the Buddha, remain popular. Hesse won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1946. The German philosopher Oswald Spengler (1880-1936) presents his two-volume Der Untergang des Abendlandes (1918; “Decline of the West,” 1926-28), a major contribution to social theory, in a Buddhist manner. This study on a philosophy of history contends that most civilizations must pass through a life cycle of creativity followed by decline, and the cycle resumes. Reasons for European attraction to Buddhism At the turn of the 20th century (around 1880s-1920s), European interest in Buddhism was mainly that of an ethical and intellectual interest in the Theravāda. These early Western Buddhists stressed particular advantages in Buddhism that they considered were the disadvantages of the Christianity that they had previously rejected. For example, they argued that Buddhism was a religion of reason, and rested on insight and knowledge alone. (Burnett 2003:292) Two other reasons appeared to have drawn these Westerners to Buddhism. The first was an interest in the esoteric. Most of the early converts came into contact with Buddhism through the Theosophical Society (such as Christmas Humphreys) or through occultism (Ānanda Metteyya) or spiritism. The second reason is connected with the Romantic movement that glorified ancient wisdom and culture. Buddhism was presented as the oldest and wisest religion that would enable European culture to step out of the gloom into a new and glorious century. In practice, most of the early Buddhists approached the subject as little more than a hobby, which left other aspects of their lives unchanged. (Burnett 2003:292) New Age attractions The 1950s and 1960s saw the rise of what has come to be called the New Age movement. It was deeply influenced by Hindu and Buddhist traditions, as a result of which Buddhism is wrongly perceived by some people (mostly westerners) as a New Age religion. While there are Buddhist influences on New Age lifestyle, there are many important differences so that no practicing Buddhist would say that they are a New Age religion, even if they were erstwhile New Agers. Briefly, the characteristics of the Buddhism and New Age are as follows:2 Similarities between Buddhism and New Age teaching Holistic view generally based upon monistic philosophy. Reincarnation (rebirth) is a general assumption. The greatest human problem is “ignorance” rather than sin. The quest therefore is for “enlightenment.” Difference between Buddhism and New Age teaching Buddhism is not “new” but comes from the systematic teachings of the Buddha (6th-5th cent BCE). New Age speaks of “body, mind and spirit” which “spirit” vaguely equivalent with a soul or abiding entity, a notion radically foreign to Buddhism. The monastic discipline of Buddhism has no counterpart in New Age. New Age often draws upon ideas and practices from traditions other than Buddhism. New Age is primarily concerned with coping with the present life while Buddhism teaches ultimate liberation.
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Based on Burnett 2003:296.
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 27. BUDDHISM IN THE AMERICAS The United States The US is a melting pot of cultures and religions. In recent times, all the Buddhist traditions and lineages are found in this open society. An American Buddhist, Rick Fields, has written a comprehensive book on Buddhism in America, entitled How the Swans Came to the Lake (Shambhala, 2nd ed. 1986). Buddhism entered the US in two main ways: through the culture of Asian immigrants and through invitation. In the 1860s and 1870s, hundreds of thousands of Chinese immigrants came to the West Coast (mostly California) of the US and Canada to work in gold mines and on the railroads. After 1882, Japanese labourers followed. From 1868, significant numbers of Japanese and Chinese immigrants came to work on the sugar plantations of Hawaii, which was annexed by the US in 1898. Asian migration to California was halted in 1902, but continued in Hawaii, which thus became an important centre for the transmission of Buddhism to America. Chinese religion kept a low profile in North America, though a Pure Land mission was active among the Chinese. Most Chinese religions are Shenist, that is, the traditional syncretic folk religion, mostly a mixture of ancestor worship, Daoism and Buddhism. However, since 1950 the Shenist temples began to decline as their members age and die. The Buddhist Churches of America Japanese immigrants were more active in religious matters, especially the Jōdo Shin school. In 1889, the priest Sōryū Kagahi from the Honpa Honganji sub-sect arrived in Hawaii and established the first Japanese temple there. This sub-sect was for a long time the largest Buddhist denomination in Hawaii and North America. In 1889, Sokei Sonada came to San Francisco and established the Honpa Honganji as the North American Buddhist Mission. The Second World War was a painful period for Japanese Americans who were interned in prison camps in the US since she was at war with Japan. During this period, to show where their hearts were, the American Japanese re-organized the Mission as the Buddhist Churches of America (BCA), and became independent of its Japanese parent body. We have here a good example where Buddhism is used as a social cement to keep the Japanese Buddhist community together in the US. To help pass on its traditions, the BCA organized a Young Men’s Buddhist Association (1900), Sunday Schools, Buddhist women’s societies and educational programme. Such westernized activities had also developed in Japan itself. The BCA consciously adopted Christian terminology so as to be identified as part of the dominant culture of America. Besides calling themselves a “Church,” they also adopted Christian-style religious services held on Sundays, used organs and sang hymns such as “Buddha, lover of my soul…” After the War, two institutes of training priests were established. One of the Church’s members was an astronaut killed in the 1986 Challenger space shuttle disaster. In 1987, the US Defence Department allowed the Church to commission Buddhist chaplains to work in the military. In that same year, the Church claimed 170,000 adherents with 66 clergy and 63 churches in the US. Most adherents are of Japanese descent. Other parts of America In Canada, in 1985, the Buddhist Churches of Canada had 18 member churches and a membership of around 10,000. Japanese immigration to Brazil began in 1909. By 1990, there were around 500,000 people of Japanese descent in Brazil. Various sects of Buddhism are found there: Zen, Jōdo Shin, Jōdo, Shingon, Tendai, Nichiren and Brazilian Buddhists, numbering between 100,000 and 200,000, mainly of Japanese descent.
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28. THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE Australia Buddhism probably first arrived in Australia in 1882 with a small group of immigrants from Sri Lanka. Most Australian Buddhists, however, are from the Asian continent, mostly from Chinese immigration. Chinese migration to Australia had been concentrated in two periods: the latter half of the 19th century and the three decades since the 1960s, coinciding with the major watersheds in Australian history. In the first period, Australia’s population grew rapidly and the associated development of nationalism culminated in the federation of the six former British colonies into the Australian nation in 1901. In the second period, multiculturalism replaced assimilation as the official policy on inter-ethnic relations. In the 19th century, despite the transitory nature of their sojourn, the Chinese built joss houses or temples, sponsored often by local associations. These places of worship accommodated not only the ancestral tablets and bodies of the deceased awaiting repatriation to China, but also new arrivals, the elderly and the indigent. As the Chinese population grew, so too did the Buddhist congregations. The older Chinese joss houses were renovated, sometimes by non-Chinese heritage groups. Figures for the breakdown of Chinese by religious affiliation are as follows: 1986 Christian Non-Christian No religion



33 % 17 % 50 %



(including ambiguous affiliation)



Of the 1986 “Non-Christian” category, nearly half were Buddhists from Vietnam, while a fifth were Buddhists from Malaysia and Brunei. 1991 Christian Buddhist No religion No response



25.0% 12.5 % (31.3% Vietnamese; 28.6 Chinese) 50.0 % 12.5 %



In the 1991 figures, over a third of the Vietnamese-born Chinese were Buddhists, less than 10% of those from the PRC were Buddhist. A quarter of the Malaysian Chinese described themselves as Buddhists, a rate that was even higher than among the Taiwan-born. The arrival of Vietnamese refugees was a watershed in the expansion of Buddhism, now the fastest growing religion in Australia, increasing 300% between 1981 and 1991. Large cities like Melbourne and Sydney have their own Buddhist temples, from such like the Bright Moon temples supported by local Vietnamese Chinese community, to more lavish ones built with international support from Hong Kong and Taiwan. The Foguangshan missions have their own temples in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Perth. The largest Buddhist temple in the southern hemisphere is their Nantian temple (1995) at Wollongong, 75 km south of Sydney. Their activities include educational, cultural and religious programmes serving Chinese and non-Chinese alike. Africa In Africa, the first Buddhist society was started probably in 1917. During the 1920s and 1930s, lowcaste Indians who were indentured labourers in South Africa, mainly Natal, faced growing discrimination
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 through the apartheid policy. As such, some of them westernized, while some turned to Buddhism, attracted by what they saw as a liberating teaching free of caste and superstition. A Buddhist monastery was established in Tanzania in 1927 by immigrant labourers from Sri Lanka. Sinhalese migrants also started Maha Bodhi Societies in Ghana and Zaire, and a Buddhist society in Zambia, where the indigenous population are showing growing interest in Buddhism. In recent times, however, a growing number of white South Africans are becoming interested in Buddhism. The Foguang San has also set up the first Buddhist monastery in South Africa, the Nan Hua Monastery, complete with black Sangha members.



BUDDHISM AND THE WEST 29. EARLY WESTERN BUDDHISTS AND BUDDHIST GROUPS One of the first Europeans to be ordained as a Buddhist monk was Gordon Douglas. He joined the Order at the Jayasekerarama, Colombo, 1899. He died in 1905 in relative obscurity. Allan Bennet McGregor (1872-1923), a former member of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, an occultist association, entered a Burmese monastery in 1901, and was given the name of Ānanda Metteyya.3 He returned to Britain in 1908 and formed a small Buddhist society supported by members of the Theosophical Society, including Travers Christmas Humphreys, who in 1924 founded the Buddhist Lodge of the Theosophical Society. The first Buddhist groups established for the practice of Buddhism in the West were often independent of academic societies and without any contact with Asia. As such, early Western Buddhism often held misconceptions such as a monolithic idea of Buddhism, that all Buddhism was the same in doctrine and practice, and was non-sectarian. Many articles in the Buddhist societies’s journals clearly show that they were thus avoiding the errors of traditional sectarian Christianity. They might have been implicitly influenced by the Christian Ecumenical Movement, began in 1900. Buddhists in present-day Europe and North America, however, are in close contact with Buddhist scholars and traditional practitioners both locally and from Asia. France In 1929, Les Amis du Bouddhisme was founded in Paris by a remarkable Chinese monk, T’ai-hsü (1889-1947) and G. Constance Lounsberry. T’ai-hsü was the force behind the reformist “humanistic Buddhism” in Asia [35]. The magazine La pensée bouddhique (“Buddhist Thought”) begun in 1939 with some contacts with Tibet, Cambodia, Siam and Vietnam. United Kingdom The Buddhist Society of Great Britain and Ireland was founded in London in 1907 by T.W. Rhys Davids [30]. The Buddhist Review was published from 1909 to 1922. The Buddhist Lodge of the Theosophical Society was founded in 1924 by Travers Christmas Humphreys. It published Buddhism in England from 1926-43. In 1943, the Lodge was renamed the Buddhist Society and the periodical the Middle Way, which is still in circulation. A Sinhalese vihara opened in London in 1954. The Tibet Society was formed in London in 1959. In 1967, Chogyam Trungpa Rimpoche founded the Samye Ling (the first and largest Tibetan centre in the West) at Eskaldamuir, a village in isolated SW Scotland. Trungpa himself moved to the US in 1970. The English Sangha Trust was formed in 1962 [39]. A Thai wat opened in Wimbledon, outside London, in 1966.
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E J Harris, Ananda Metteyya: The first British emissary of Buddhism. Kandy: Buddhist Publication Society, 1998.
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Fig 19. Paul Pelliot, Friedrich Max MŸller, Mr TW Rhys Davids & Mrs CAF Rhys Davids



The first Buddhist texts in Europe were Sanskrit and Tibetan ones (mostly Mahayana) from Nepal, collected by the British Resident B.H. Hodgson (1800-94). The French scholar, Eugène Burnouf (180152) used these Sanskrit texts for his Introduction à l’histoire du bouddhisme indien (1845; “Introduction to the History of Indian Buddhism”) and a translation to the Lotus Sutra (1852). He also wrote Essai sur le Pali…(1826; “Essay on Pali…”) In Sri Lanka, Christian missionaries began to study Buddhism, even Pali, but their accounts tended to be distorted because of their evangelical agenda, presenting Buddhism as a pessimistic pseudo-religion. From around 1800, this distortion was rectified by the work of various European scholars. Thus Protestant Britain holding Ceylon, looked for the pure Gospel of Buddha and found the Pali Tipiaka, while Catholic France, holding Indo-China, looked for scholastic Summae and found the great Sanskritic commentaries. (Roger Corless in Prebish 1975: 249) Denmark Viktor Fausböll published the Dhammapada, with copious extracts from its Commentary (1855). From 1858 on, he published many of the Jātakas, and in 1877 began his monumental edition of the Jātaka book. [Carl Wilhelm] V. Trenckner (1824-1891) produced an edition of the Milinda,pa–ha, a model of editorial workmanship. During his 35 years of academic work, he initiated the Critical Pali Dictionary, first published in 1924 but has since been taken over by an international team of scholars. However, due to its monumental scope, so far only 3 volumes have been completed, covering only about a third of the Pali alphabet. [40] France Besides Burnouf, there were other famous French explorers and scholars who brought Europe into closer contact with Buddhism. Paul Pelliot (1878-1945) of the Ėcole Française d’Extrême-Orient [French School of the Far East], Hanoi (later Saigon, then Paris) collected manuscripts from Central Asia and published La Mission Pelliot en Asie Centrale in 1924. Louis de la Vallée Poussin (1859-1938) worked on the Abhidharma and Mahayana, and published L’Abhidharmaośa de Vasubandhu (1923-31), Nirvana (1925) and La Siddhi de Hiuen-tsang (Vij–apti,mātratā,siddhi) (1928-48).
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 Russia Fedor Ippolitovich Shcherbatskoi (Th. Stcherbatsky) (1866-1942), an awesome Russian aristocrat, worked on epistemology and logic, and produced Buddhist Logic (1930). Stcherbatsky wrote The Conception of the Buddhist Nirvana (Leningrad, 1927) as a response to Poussin’s Nirvana. Stcherbatsky’s Conception of the Buddhist Nirvana contains his interpretation of Nagarjuna’s thought, in response to Poussin’s views on Madhyamaka, serving as a landmark in the great ongoing Russo-Belgian debate. It was also Stcherbatsky’s major contribution to the theory of Nirvana and represents an important study in the evolution of the conception of Nirvana in Europe. Friedrich Max Müller (1823-1900), German-British, edited the Sacred Books of the East translation series (1880-1910), among which are many Buddhist works (such as the Lotus Sutra). Thomas William Rhys Davids (1843-1922), after completing Foreign Service in Sri Lanka, founded the Pali Text Society (PTS) in 1881, overseeing the editing (in roman characters) and translating of the Pali Canon, and the compilation of the Pali-English Dictionary (1921-25, 738 pp) with 160,000 citations, including etymologies. (The work was completed by William Stede.) [32] His wife, Caroline Augusta Foley Rhys Davids (1858-42) succeeded him as president of the Pali Text Society, continuing to oversee the Sacred Books of the East series (begun in 1895) and arguing for a “positive” original Buddhism antedating the “negative” accretions of Abhidhamma. Mark Aurel Stein (1862-1943), Hungarian-British, followed the route of Alexander the Great and published Serindia (1921) and Innermost Asia (1928). To Stein and Pelliot, we owe the rediscovery of Dunhuang (Tun-huang). Germany German academic interest centred mainly on Indology and linguistics, but Herman Oldenburg (1854-1920) produced important studies of “Urbuddhismus” (original Buddhism) in Buddha: Sein Leben, seine Lehre, seine Gemeinde (1881; “Buddha: His life, his Teaching, his Work”) and Die Lehre der Upanischaden und die Anfänge des Buddhismus (1915; “The Teaching of the Upanishads and the Origin of Buddhism”). Transylvania Körösi Csoma Sándor (1784-1842) of Transylvania (in eastern Europe) travelled to Tibet in search of the original Hungarians. He compiled a Tibetan-English Dictionary and Grammar (1834). USA Henry Clarke Warren (1854-1899) of Cambridge, MA, overcame a crippling physical deformity due to a spinal injury to produce Buddhism in Translations (1896), a still unsurpassed anthology from the Pali Canon. Together with Charles Rockwell Lanman, he launched the Harvard Oriental Series in 1891. The most popular in the series are volumes 28, 29 and 30, Buddhist Legends (translation of the stories of the Dhammapada Commentary) by Eugene Watson Burlingame, Pali lecturer (1917-18) in Yale University. 31. INVENTING BUDDHISM Western interest in Buddhism during the 19th and 20th centuries stem from two important reasons, namely, as a reaction against Christianity and a sense of the oriental exoticism. Those who had turned away from Christianity were looking for something that could answer their needs and notions. However, certain Christian notions dogged these early seekers. Having rejected the Bible as religious authority, they sought a highly textualized representation of “original Buddhism.” This notion found its way into Sri Lankan Buddhism, influencing an educated Sinhala elite who played a vital role in the movement of Sri Lankan independence. The History of Ceylon,4 for example, notes that the Buddhist Theosophical Society schools served “as the training ground for a new elite educated in a Buddhist atmosphere, who in the twentieth century made their presence felt in politics, 4



History of Ceylon, ed HC Ray et al. 3 vols. Colombo: Ceylon University Press, 1960.
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 education and in the Civil Service” (1960, 3:203). Gombrich and Obeyesekere note the continued influence of this “Protestant Buddhism” [34] in contemporary Sri Lanka: “What is printed in Sinhala in newspapers, books and above all in school textbooks derives largely from the English-language Orientalist view of Buddhism (1988:448). In fact, Henry Olcott was first drawn to Sri Lanka by a report of the Pānadūre debate of 1873 [34]. He was informed by a fellow spiritist, JM Peebles, who had obtained a report of the debate by the editor of the Ceylon Times, and Peebles later published this report.5 Helene Blavatsky and Henry Olcott [26] went to Sri Lanka in 1880 and officially “converted” to Buddhism in a public ceremony, “an event that appears to have been of great psychological importance for the Sri Lankan leadership of the Buddhist revival” (Trainer 1997:13). However, Olcott, clarifies in his diary what this “conversion” really meant for him and Blavatsky: But to be a regular Buddhist is one thing, and to be a debased modern Buddhist sectarian quite another. Speaking for her as well as for myself, I can say that if Buddhism contained a single dogma that we were compelled to accept, we would not have taken the pansil [Five Precepts] nor remained Buddhist ten minutes. Our Buddhism was that of the Mater-Adept Gautama Buddha, which was identically the Wisdom Religion of the Aryan Upanishads, and the soul of all the ancient world-faiths. Our Buddhism was, in a word, a philosophy, not a creed. (Old Diary Leaves: The only authentic history of the Theosophical Society, 2nd series, 1878-1883. London: The Theosophical Publishing Society, 1900:168 f) Olcott worked especially towards promoting a resurgence of the indigenous Sinhala Buddhism as an alternative to the Christianity of colonial missionaries. He skillfully made use of the missionaries’ own organizing methods, and built Buddhist schools under the Theosophical Society supervision to provide the institutional foundation for a revival of Theravāda Buddhism with Theosophical leanings. His Buddhist Catechism, used as a basis for Buddhist Sunday School instruction throughout Sri Lanka, was bereft of its traditional devotional and cultic aspects. This was a religious creed imbued with the scientific ethos of nineteenth century Europe, one shaped in self-conscious opposition to the Christian tradition’s dependence upon a revealed scripture seemingly incompatible at many points with the findings of modern science. [25] (Trainor 1997:14) Understandably such a biased approach to Buddhism failed to bring out the best that is the Buddha’s teachings. It was veritably a Buddhism of Olcott’s teachings. In connection with such developments mentioned here, Trainor remarks In one respect it is, of course, misleading to speak of an ancient “Buddhism,” unless we consider the nineteenth-century ancient, since the term as such is a creation of nineteenth-century European scholarship. In another respect, however, there clearly is a sense in which we can meaningfully trace a material relationship between a person whom Buddhists remember as Gotama Buddha and communities of people living in Sri Lanka today who understand themselves to be Buddhists. (1997:28)
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Rev Migettuwatte & Rev D Silva, Buddhism and Christianity Face to Face: or an oral discussion between the Rev Migettuwatte, a Buddhist priest, and Rev D Silva, an English Clergyman, Held at Pantura, Ceylon, with an Introduction and Annotations by JM Peebles. Boston: Colby & Rich, 1878.
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20TH-CENTURY ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENTS 32. INTERNATIONAL BUDDHIST STUDIES Christian scholars Surprisingly, Roman Catholic priests are amongst the top-notch scholars who have made groundbreaking and major contributions to Buddhist studies. The Belgian Thomist priest, Etienne Lamotte (1903-93), gained indisputable international recognition by editing, translating and commenting on some of the most significant works of Mahayana Buddhism (such as the Suragama,samādhi Sūtra (1936) and the Mahāyāna,sagraha of Asaga (1938-39). His magnum opus is the voluminous Histoire du Bouddhisme Indien, des origines à l’ère Saka (1958), translated as History of Indian Buddhism, From the Origins to the Saka Era (1988). For his erudite and open-minded scholarship, he was declared “Expert in Buddhist Scriptures” a few weeks before his death. Another famous Christian scholar of Buddhism is the Jesuit priest Heinrich Dumoulin (1944- ), who is one of the world’s foremost Zen scholars. He wrote on Zen for the Encyclopedia of Religion (Macmillan). His magnum opus is the acclaimed two-volume Zen Buddhism: A History (1959 in German; 1963 English translation; 1988 revised English translation). The Trappist monk and mystic, Thomas Merton (1915-1968), is well known for his dialogue with Buddhism. The Trappist Order is famous for its vow of silence. For Father Merton, his experience of Zen meditation, besides making him an authority in that Buddhist tradition, has also enriched his own Christian roots. In fact, he has written 29 book, such as Mystics and Zen Masters (NY: Dell Publishing, 1961), inspired by his quest for “trans-Christian ecumenism through religious experimentation” (Ency. Brit. 12:342h). Since the late 20th century, we see a growing number of Christian scholars whose open-minded scholarship, especially in comparative religion and religious dialogue, is of such a high standard of learning and honesty that they could be used as textbooks in any faith (that is equally openminded, of course). Such scholars include illustrious names like Hans Küng (Germany) and John Hick (Britain) [40], whose remarkable Fig 20b. Prof Fig 20a. Prof Robert works can be found in the bookshops and libraries Peter Harvey Thurman of Singapore. Chairs in Buddhist Studies Buddhism is found in many university curricula in Asia, Australia, Europe and N. America, usually as a branch of Comparative Religion or Asian Studies. In 1988, Robert Thurman was appointed to the first endowed chair in the United States in the field of Tibetan Buddhism. He is the Jey Tsong Khapa Professor of Indo-Tibetan Buddhist Studies at Columbia University, New York, USA. In 1995, Peter Harvey was appointed the first professor of “Buddhist Studies.” (University of Sunderland) in the UK. He is also a practicing Theravāda Buddhist and teaches meditation. He has an interest in the cross- cultural development of religion. In 1995, Peter Harvey was appointed the first professor of “Buddhist Studies” (University of Sunderland) in the UK. He is also a practising Theravada Buddhist and teaches meditation. He has an interest in cross-cultural development of religion.
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 Integrated Buddhist Studies programmes are now growing, such as the one at the University of Wisconsin (1961) under Richard Hugh Robinson (1926-70). A similar programme is being offered in the University of Sunderland, UK, under the leadership of Peter Harvey (http://www.sunderland.ac.uk). Unlike the colonial days, when Buddhism was a curiosity or something to be exploited for political reasons, more non-Asian scholars and enthusiasts are becoming practising Buddhists and the number of Buddhist centres and groups are growing the beyond Asia. Intellectual developments Partly because of the Internet explosion, and for various historical and technical reasons English is now the global language. Understandably, many informed Buddhist scholars, especially in countries whose predominant language is not English (like Thailand and Japan) realize that if they were to reach out to a wider audience, they need to use English. Or, if they think and write best in their native tongue, then their works need to be translated into English. One of the greatest contemporary Buddhist minds is the monk-intellectual and meditation teacher Buddhadāsa Bhikkhu (1906-63),6 who from his forest monastery in south Thailand, away from the centres of power, was able to influence many educated professionals in Thailand, including judges, teachers, educators and doctors. His approach is generally this-worldly, such as his interpretation of rebirth as referring to a series of mental states within Fig 21. Buddhadasa this life itself. However, one should aim to be “reborn” into a new kind of Bhikkhu selfless, Nibbanic living, beyond the birth and death of ego-thoughts. Such a “theology” (rational inquiry into religious questions) of Buddhism [40] easily gains acceptance amongst the scientists and scientific-minded intellectuals of Thailand. Buddhadasa’s appreciation of some Mahayana ideas has led him to translate some of its sutras into Thai. The art he uses for spiritual education is drawn from various traditions and religions. He teaches that both Dhamma and God, properly understood, refer to a reality beyond concepts. Although his philosophical approach is this-worldly, he is critical of monks who are involved in development projects, which he regards as inappropriate. Thailand’s leading monk-scholar is Ven. Prayudh Payutto who, despite holding a high ecclesiastical rank, maintains his original ordination name in his writings. This idiosyncrasy reflects two important ideas he holds vital: the need to bring the deeper teachings of Buddhism within reach of the common people and the need to address contemporary problems. His magnum opus written in Thai, entitled Buddha,dharm (Bangkok: Dharmasatharn, 1982), reveals his comprehensive command of Buddhist doctrines which he expresses in clear contemporary language. Sections of this work have been translated (by Bruce Evans) as Good, Evil and Beyond: Kamma in the Buddha’s Teachings (1992) and Dependent Origination, the Buddhist Law of Conditionality (1994), two of the clearest expositions of the subject in the English language. Another excellent work by Payutto is his Dictionary of Buddhism in Thai and English (Bangkok, 1985) which was published for free distribution. This work awaits translation since it would greatly benefit those who are interested in Theravada doctrines from the primary sources. Its special usefulness is that Payutto gives his sources both from the Royal Siamese Tipiaka and the Canon of the Pali Text Society [30]. Fig 22. Phra Prayudh Payutto’s socially engaged side is found in his vision of human-centred Payutto economics, as expressed in his Buddhist Economics: A middle way for the 6
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 Market place (1994). He advocates ethical considerations in economic behaviour. For example, he criticizes the reluctance of investors to invest where there is social disorder, which ironically needs economic growth the most (1994: 24). Payutto distinguishes between “right consumption” (to satisfy the desire for true well-being) and “wrong consumption (for pleasing sensations and ego-gratification) (1994: 41). Such ideas are also found in the works of E.F. Schumacher, such as Small is Beautiful: A study of economics as if people mattered (1973), similarly inspired by Buddhist economics. Buddhist psychology In the West, especially in the US, there is a great preoccupation with psychotherapy and self-help groups partly because of the pressures of urban living and partly because of the alienation of the First World urbanized life. Since Buddhism deals directly with the mind, it is able to offer mind-healing and self-help services. When Buddhism is offered to Westerners as a therapy rather than as a religion it seems to gain wider acceptance. Similarly, when Buddhism first arrived in Korea and Japan, it was looked up to as an apotropaic (magical and healing) system. A majority of the Buddhists in Asia today (as in the past) belong to the folk tradition of Fig 23. Joy Manné Buddhism [4], taking Buddhism for the spiritual security and support it offers to get through one’s daily life. Westerners generally would meditate so that they can handle stress, a practice that is fast catching on in the East as well with the growing popularity of lay meditation teachers and groups. A growing number of psychologists and psychotherapists are studying Buddhism and merging it with their practice into a cross-discipline with greater efficacy of service for their clients. The Buddhist scholar and psychotherapist Joy Manné, for example, calls her method Breathwork, and has formed an international network centring around Breathwork, which blends traditional breath meditation and modern psychotherapy. James H. Austin is a trained neurologist with a thorough knowledge of anatomy, physiology and chemistry of the brain, and a Zen practitioner, fully familiar with meditation. His book, Zen and the Brain: Towards an understanding of meditation and consciousness (1998. xxiv + 844 pp) went through its 5th printing in 2000 within only 2 years of publication. In his book has become a classic on the working of the brain and the effects of meditation on the human personality. Electronic Buddhism The Internet today serves as the Buddha’s “long tongue” (Amitabha Sūtra). Almost every conceiv able aspect of Buddhism can be found on the Net. One can easily locate sutras, texts, or any other Buddhist information, or learn Pali, through the various freely available search engines. Informative Buddhist websites are often interconnected like Indra’s Net of Jewels. Once you browse one site, you are immediately linked up to a mind-boggling maze of Buddhist information and addresses. You only need, for example, to start with www.dharma.per.sg, the author’s website and check out the “Links” button. Fig 24. Lewis Lancaster In the late 1980s, Prof. Lewis Lancaster of the University of Berkeley at California, USA, started the Electronic Buddhist Texts Initiative (EBTI) to look into the digitization of the Korean Tripiaka. Since then he has pioneered or participated in various other initiatives to digitize other Buddhist canons, especially those of East Asian (which entail
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 special problems regarding Asian characters). His current project is the Electronic Cultural Atlas Initiative (ECAI) (http://www.ecai.org) The whole Pali Canon and its ancillary texts can now be found in compact discs (CDs), through the effort of the Vipassana Research Institute, under the spiritual leadership of the meditation teacher Goenka (http://www. vri.dhamma.org). The Burmese 6th Council Pali Canon––the Chaha Sangāyanā CD (CSCD), as it is called––is freely available. The text is given in seven alternative scripts: roman, Sinhalese, Burmese, Thai, Khmer, Devanagari, and Mongolian, with an internal search engine. On the occasion of the Thai king’s 60th birthday (1987), a project to put the whole Siamese Tipiaka was launched. In due course, not only all the 45 volumes of the Siamese Canon was digitalized, but also the 70 volumes of Commentaries and other ancillary texts, totally 115 texts. This compilation also gives the Pali Text Society (PTS) cross-references and the Thai translations. This project, done by the Mahidol University and known as the Buddhist Scriptures Information Retrieval or BUDSIR, is today found in some 400 libraries around the world. The BUDSIR is available on the Net at http://www. budsir.org/program/ for free browsing. The PTS PaliEnglish Dictionary [30] has been put on the Web as part of a program being run in Chicago by Dr. James Nye (http://dsal.uchicago.edu/dictionaries/ pali/). Besides Pali, this Unicode-based website––Digital Dictionaries of South Asia––includes dictionaries of Prakrit, Sanskrit and many other South Asian languages. Anyone can now easily create a page of Pali in roman text and include any other Indian or south-east Asian characters if necessary. This is made possible through the free availability of various Indian fonts (Devanagari and roman) and south and south-east Asian fonts (Sinhalese, Burmese, Thai, and Khmer). One of the most popular of such fonts is the Times Norman, which K.R. Norman, a Cambridge scholar and a past president of the Pali Text Society, has devised especially for the Fig 25. Piyasilo Bhikkhu (Malaysia) Pali texts. A helpful and comprehensive site to browse on was awarded “Apple User of the Year” the subject of Pali is http://members.home.net/j-andrewtitle in the 1980s. shaw/ run by Andrew Shaw. 33. JAPANESE SCHOLARSHIP Buddhism’s open secret today is Japanese Buddhist scholarship. Anyone who has referred to the works of Hajime Nakamura (1912-99), especially his Indian Buddhism (Osaka 1980) would notice the wealth of Japanese sources he quotes in his notes and bibliography but which remains untranslated.



Sources of inspiration The Japanese Buddhist genius ironically was re-awakened as a result of widespread persecution that began in the Tokugawa period (1600-1867) and peaked in the Meiji Restoration (1868-1912) and modern period (1912-1945). The reaction to Christianity also fuelled the Buddhist revival of 1877-1889. One of the most important Buddhist responses to the persecution and disestablishment of Buddhism in modern Japan was the effort to modernize Buddhism, especially by way of westernized scholarship. The Japanese Buddhists founded schools, reorganized their old temple schools and transformed them into
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 universities, even founding new ones. Their spirited response was reflected in the rise of numerous Buddhist universities: 1882 1905 1922



— — —



Komazawa University, Tokyo (Soto Zen) [founded as a temple in 1759]. Otani University, Kyoto (Jodo Shin-shu) [founded in 1655 as a study centre]. Ryokoku University, Kyoto (Jodo Shin-shu) [started as a temple in 1639].



Other examples include Hana-zono University (Rinzai Zen), Bukkyo University (Jodo Shin-shu), Shuchiin University (Shingon), Koyasan University (Shingon), Rissho University (Nichiren), Taisho University (serving the Jodo Shin, Tendai and Shingon sects), and the Kyoto Women's University (Jodo Shin-shu). The number of research institutes specializing in Buddhism and oriental studies is also growing, e.g. the Nippon Buddhist Research Association and the Japanese Association of Indian and Buddhist Studies (Indogaku-bukkyogaku-kai). The Japanese Buddhists found the compatibility of Buddhism with the theories and discoveries of modern science a redeeming inspiration. They became better equipped to ride the waves of Westernization and modernism and to ward off Christian influence. Early efforts In 1876, the eminent Japanese Buddhologist and Sanskrit scholar, Bun’yū Nanjō (1849-1927), a priest of the Ōtani branch of the Jōdo Shin sect, went to England to study English and Sanskrit, and to research Buddhist texts in Europe. In the course of his studies, he discovered that The Buddhist Tripitaka (1876), Samuel Beal's English-language catalogue of all sutras in the Obaku Edition, was full with errors. Nanjō corrected Beal's errors and in 1883 published Catalogue of the Chinese Translation of the Buddhist Tripitaka, commonly known as Nanjio’s Catalogue. The most significant contribution of Japanese scholarship during the Taishō period (1912-26) was the publication of the Japanese Buddhist canons. The first of these Japanese Tripitaka editions was the Dai Nippon Kōtei Daizōkyō, popularly known as the Shukusatsu-zōkyō, or Small-type Canon (1880-1885). The second was the Dai Nippon Kōtei Zōkyō, generally called the Manji-zōkyō, or Fylfot-letter Tripitaka (1902-1905). The third was the Taishō Shinshū Daizōkyō, generally called the Taishō Daizōkyō, or Taishō Edition of the Tripiaka (1924-1934). Each of these Canons was an enlargement of its predecessors. The best known of these is the Taishō Edition, published through the effort and sacrifices of Junjirō Takakusu (1866-1945), a pioneer Japanese Buddhologist. Unlike the other Canons that followed the traditional arrangement of sutras according to whether they were Nikāya Buddhism or Mahayana, the Taishō Edition organized the sutras chronologically, according to the historical development of their teachings. Modern methods Most of the modern Japanese Buddhist scholars belong to one of the traditional Buddhist orders of Japan. They responded in a positive manner to the challenges thrown at them by the disestablishment of Buddhism by which their temples lost state patronage. In response to such challenges, they have shifted from their traditional temple-centred traditions to westernized and modernized education-centred systems focusing around Buddhist studies. International scholarly cooperation has provided two positive results on Japanese Buddhist scholarship. Where formerly Japanese knowledge of Buddhism was filtered through Chinese Buddhism, concerned Buddhists hoping for reform now have a direct knowledge of early Indian Buddhism. A second positive feature of Japanese scholarship is its confident application of western methods of critical scholarship and western philosophy. Scholars like Nishida Kitaro (1870-1945) have brought Japanese Buddhist philosophy to international standards. Openness and honesty A third remarkable feature of modern Japanese Buddhist scholarship is its openness and honesty. This is clearly evident, for example, in Hajime Nakamura’s Ways of Thinking of Eastern Peoples: India,
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 China, Tibet, Japan (1964), where he makes such candid remarks as: “the Japanese frequently misinterpreted the original Chinese texts” (1964:348). Such openness is more the rule than the exception in modern Japanese scholarship. One of the latest trends in Buddhist scholarship has been called “Critical Buddhism” (Hubbard & Swanson, edd. Pruning the Bodhi Tree: The storm over critical Buddhism, 1997), where one of the scholars, Hakamaya Noriaki, declares: “Criticism alone is Buddhism” (1997:vii). Hakamaya Noriaki and Matsumoto Shirō examine what Buddhism is and it most definitely is not. “Why They Say Zen is Not Buddhism,” says the first article; “The Doctrine of Tathāgata-garbha is Not Buddhist,” says the first article in Part 2 of the book. Such honesty is possible mainly because the background is Japan and the critics are Japanese scholars. Japan being a Buddhist nation, Japanese Buddhist scholars always have a more public voice than their Western counterparts. These scholars are also heads of Buddhist temples, roles which are ancient and important, giving them “sectarian, institutional, political, community, and pastoral roles and voices.” (1997:xi) Being critical (that is, seeking the truth through cause and effect reasoning) began with the Buddha himself and has been rooted in Buddhism all the while. We are re-discovering this vital spirit of Buddhism: the spirit of inquiry and sharing the truth. In no small way is Japan today the real stronghold of modern Buddhism. As the number of excellent works of the Japanese scholars are translated into English and published, their impact on global Buddhist scholarship and Buddhism in general is being positively felt. It is a matter of time when we will have the full benefit of Japanese Buddhist scholarship as we now have from Western and Australian scholarly progress.



BUDDHISM IN THE 21st CENTURY 34. BUDDHIST REVIVAL IN SRI LANKA Protestant Buddhism However selfish and senseless Christian triumphalism may be, it only reaffirms the superiority of Buddhist openness and wisdom. In Sri Lanka, the efforts of Anglican evangelists were returned in kind by the Sinhalese Buddhists. In response to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, the Buddhists started their own The Society for the Propagation of Buddhism (1862), which printed and distributed Buddhist tracts. The most exciting exchange between the Anglicans and the Buddhists in Sri Lanka began when the over-confident Anglican Seminary, in 1865, challenged the monks of the local temple to a public debate. To their greater surprise, nearly 50 monks, led by Hikkauve Sumagala (1826-1911) of the Siyam Nikāya and Migeuvatte Guānanda (1823-90) of the Amarapura Nikāya, turned up, and so did about 2000 lay Buddhists. This first debate was followed by a series of five, in most of which Guānanda played the major role. The most important debate in which he took part was held at Panadura, south of Colombo, in 1873, with Rev David de Silva as his principal opponent. It was a two-day debate, the first day of which was attended by 5,000, and swelled to 10,000 on the second day. With such undivided support, the missionaries realized they had underestimated the Buddhists, and ceased to issue challenges. The text of the whole debate was published in the newspapers, both in Sinhalese and English. The English version then appeared in book form, which Fig 26. M Sobhita (1980s, Sri Lanka). [See Tambiah 1992:83 f, 87] 50
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 reached Col Henry Steele Olcott [26, 31], co-founder of the Theosophical Society which far-reaching consequences. The success of the Sinhalese Buddhists against the Christians was to answer the latter in their own coins. Guānanda, for example, adopted the Christian style of preaching (while traditional monks would as a rule preach seated and observing proper decorum). The Buddhists have rendered unto Caesar what was due to him. (Malalgoda 1976: ch. VI) It was in the face of such missionary threats that the Sinhalese Buddhists, especially the Englisheducated middle class, were motivated to present Buddhism as a scientific, rational and modern teaching, and not as a “religion” and with greater involvement of lay Buddhists. This is what some scholars have termed “Protestant Buddhism” (Gombrich & Obeyesekere, 1988: ch. 6; Gombrich 1988: ch. 7).7 Buddhist education Sinhalese Buddhist culture survived the Western onslaught for centuries. The reform of Sangha initiated by the Sagharāja Saraakara in the 18th century and the foundation of reformist orders (the Amarapura Nikāya and the Rāma––a Nikāya) during the 19th century showed the vitality of the Buddhist tradition on the island. In 1845, the monk Valānē Siddhārtha founded the first pirivena (monastic college), the Parama Dhamma Cetiya Pirivea at Ratmalane, a few miles south of Colombo. In due course, two other great centers of Buddhist learning, the Vidyodaya Pirivena (1873) was founded by H. Sumagala in Colombo and the Vidyālakāra Pirivena (1875) by Ratmalānē Dhammāloka at Kelaniya near Colombo. They are now full-fledged universities. The Vidyālakāra University is now called the University of Kelaniya. The Buddhist Library, Singapore, houses the Buddhist Graduate School (2001), accredited to this university through link programmes. 35. AGAINST THE CURRENTS China During the modern period, especially after the Chinese Revolution of 1911, Buddhism in China was characterized by revival and reform. It was during this period that there arose a remarkable Chinese Buddhist monk, named Taixi (T’ai-hsŸ, 1889-1947) [29], who succeed in initiating a “humanistic Buddhism” to carry out a series of Buddhist reforms.8 In 1929, he organized the Chinese Buddhist Society, which by 1947 had over 4½ million members. T’ai-hsŸ emphasized the international character of Buddhism and initiated contacts between Chinese Buddhists and those of other Asian countries, especially of Sri Lanka, Thailand and Japan. Institutes for the training of large number of Buddhist leaders were set up in various parts of China, with the aim of reforming the Sangha (Ch’en 1964:456 f.). Buddhist texts were studied in a way that had not happened for a very long time. A notable feature of Taixi’s revival movement was the appearance of an increasing number of Buddhist periodicals devoted mainly to hermeneutics (the exposition of Buddhist thought) and apologetics (the rebuttal of criticisms against Buddhism). Between 1920 and 1935, there were a total of 58 such periodicals. Mainly as a result of the efforts of Taixi and his followers to popularize Buddhism, in the 1930s, between 60-70% of China’s lay Buddhists were Pure Land Buddhists (Ch’en 1964: 460). Malaysia In the face of common problems, inter-religious cooperation often provides disadvantaged religions with vital cooperation for survival and growth. In Malaysia, various government restrictions on the reli7



On the laicization of Buddhism and political monks in Sri Lanka, see: (1) SJ Tambiah, Buddhism Betrayed?1984; (2) JL Seneviratne, The Works of Kings, 1991. 8 Chan Wing-tsit 1953:56; Bapat 1956:397 f.
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 gious use of land to build churches and use of language (ban on the use of certain Arabic words in non-Muslim worship) especially affecting the Christians have intensified nonMuslim leaders’ sense of religious persecution and increased their awareness that they should stand together to protect their rights. Non-Muslims sitting on the National Unity Board, feeling that their presence was merely cosmetic, decided in 1983 to form their own inter-religious organization, known officially as the Malaysian Consultative Council of Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism and Sikhism (MCCBCHS). Fig 27. Thian Hock Keng priest & followers. Since its formation, the MCCBCHS has Singapore, 1900s made several public statements concerning the threat of Islamization to non-Muslims, but its role seems to be limited to that of organizing seminars and releasing press statements. In the 1990s, when there were proposals to introduce Hudud, or the Islamic penal code, on a national level, the MCCBCHS’s unified objection was strongly voiced and the matter was judiciously left aside. The more difficult tasks of negotiating with the government authorities over land and language issues continue to fall on the shoulders of the non-Malay politicians and organizations representing specific religions. Despite such problems, the MCCBCHS is the only inter-religious body of non-Muslims in Malaysia that provides a united non-Muslim front against Islamic domination. Indonesia As for Indonesia, despite the importance of Buddhism amongst the Chinese today, little literature exists about either their Buddhist history or practice. In the 1930s, however, the Peranakan writer Kwee Tek Hoay published a 10-volume work on Buddhism, and a Buddhist revival of sorts followed. Most Chinese temples in Indonesia contain Buddhist and other religious figures, often juxtaposed. For example, the images of Guandi and Guanyin would be found together on the same shrine. Kwee himself promoted a syncretism of the three Chinese religions, Sam Kauw (sanjiao)––Daoism, Confucianism and Buddhism––or “Tri Dharma,” as it is now called. In 1965, as a result of an attempted Communist coup, the Indonesia government outlawed all organizations that doubted or denied the existence of God through their national ideology called Pancasila (“Five Principles”), which ironically is a Buddhist term. This was a problem for “non-theistic” Theravada Buddhism. A senior Indonesian monk, Ashin Jinarakkhita, proposed that the Buddhist “God” was the Ādi-Buddha, the primordial Buddha of Mantrayāna that had existed in the region. The more orthodox Theravadins, however, claimed that Nirvana, the “unborn, uncreated, unconditioned,” was their “God.” Another response, personally conveyed to me, was the interpretation of Tuhan (“God”) as Ketuhanan (Godliness), which was more acceptable to Buddhists since it reflected a quality rather than a being, such as the Divine Abodes (brahma,vihāra). 36. BUDDHISM IN SINGAPORE Singapore is unique in that it is the only country outside China and Taiwan with a majority of Chinese as the citizenry. In the1990 census of 3 million, over 2.1 million (77.7%) are Chinese, with Malays 14.1% and Indians 7.1%. In 2000, the population rose to 4 million, with a slight increase in percentage of Indians and “Others.” (In 1824, only 31% of the population were Chinese.) The high percentage of Buddhists in Singapore is due to a number of factors. First and foremost, Singapore is a secular society, that is, it has no state religion, but there is religious freedom. Buddhist
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 missions from a growing number of traditions have been active here ever since the early years of Singapore (founded in 1819). Kong Meng San Phor Kark See The largest, wealthiest and most influential Buddhist temple in Singapore is the Kong Meng San Phor Kark See or Bright Hill Temple. Its full Chinese name translates as Samanta,bodhi Dhyāna Vihāra in Sanskrit. It was founded by Shi Zhuan-dao (1871-1943) in 1920 and was the first traditional forest temple in Singapore. With the country’s rapid urbanization, the monastery grew into its most built-up and busiest Buddhist centre. During the abbacy of Shi Hong-chuan (Hong Choon) (d 1990), the monastery set up the Evergreen Bright Hill Home for old folks. After the Hongchuan’s demise, the temple continued to grow in Buddhist work. The temple has an effective Dharma Propagation Division Ministries that Fig 28. The Kong Meng San Phor Kark See’s original building employs qualified professional and university graduates as full-time fully-paid workers. The temple also runs bookshop chain, the Awareness Place, to sell Buddhist books and products. On 5th June, 2005, Shi Guang-sheng, a Singaporean, was installed as temple’s 6th abbot. Buddhist Studies The introduction of Buddhist Studies in the 1980s as part of the Ministry of Education’s Religious Studies for Secondary Schools project gave Buddhism a phenomenal boost, especially in a subsequent rise in the younger population of Buddhists who populated the tertiary educational institutions’ Buddhist societies. The main reason for the success of Buddhist Studies ––the most popular of the four electives of Confucianism, Christianity, Islam, and Buddhism––was the introduction of a well-written set of textbooks and teacher’s guides in simple language and approach that the teachers and students received favourably. Piyasilo (Piya Tan) was invited by the Singapore Buddhist Federation to join the Buddhist Studies project at a crucial point when the proposed syllabus (based on Narada Thera’s ideas) were rejected by the Cambridge Examinations Syndicate as being unsuitable for examinations purposes. The project successfully moved again based on the ideas of Piyasilo’s Integrated Syllabus and textbooks which he had used in Malaysia. Piyasilo served as consultant and lecturer in this project under the directorship of Dr Ang Beng Choo. Global vision During the late 1980, a group of like-minded young Buddhist graduates, conscious of the need to reform the Buddhist movement in Singapore founded the Buddhist Graduate Fellowship (BGF) with a mission to break new ground in the propagation of the Dharma and to foster greater Buddhist solidarity in Singapore. Many other young Buddhist graduates and professionals dismayed at the lethargy and backwardness of the Buddhist community joined the BGF. The small pioneer group numbered less than 50 active members.
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 The year 1999 was a watershed for the BGF. Through a consensus, it was transformed from an alumni to an open fellowship—it became the Buddhist Fellowship (BF)—opening its doors to all Buddhists. The following year, 2000, was even more significant with its organization of the 1st Global Conference on Buddhism and the appointment of Ajhan Brahmavamso as the BF spiritual patron. The organization of the conference involved almost all the active Buddhist organizations in Singapore Fig 29. Dharma talk by Ajahn Brahmavamso, Singapore and this fostered greater cooperation amongst these various groups in Buddhist work. In June 2004, the BF organized 3rd Global Conference on Buddhism. On 28th August 2002, Ajahn Brahmavamso opened the Brahm Education Centre (BEC), formed by the Buddhist Fellowship as a limited company to serve as “a non-profit organization dedicated to continuous education and personal enrichment to improve the well-being of the individual, company, family and community.” The BEC runs not only courses on Buddhism but also any courses that interest the members and the public (such as management and yoga classes). The BEC also supports full-time lay Dharma teachers through such projects.9 It is interesting to note the Singapore Buddhists’ capacity and tendency for being global in vision. The Kong Meng San Phor Kark See’s 5th abbot, for example, was Sik Sui Kim, the abbot of Xing Yuan Temple and Hwa Zhang Temple in the Philippines. The spiritual patron of the Buddhist Fellowship is Ajahn Brahmavamso, an English monk of the Thai forest tradition and abbot of the Wat Bodhinyana, near Perth, West-ern Australia. The reason for this globality is clear. Singapore is a small city state (616 sq km = 238 sq mi) and a cosmopolitan one that thrives on “foreign talents.” Inter-religious cooperation Buddhism is a member of the Inter-Religious Organization, Singapore (1949), run by a Council of 29 members representing the 9 major religions in Singapore: Hindu, Jewish, Zoroastrian, Buddhist, Taoist, Christian, Muslim, Sikh and Bahai. This organization reflects the freedom and vitality of religious life in Singapore, which is a secular state. In June 2001, the Metta Welfare Association, a Buddhist-affiliated charity, teamed up with the Salvation Army, a Christian organization, to collect old clothes for the benefit of the underprivileged in Papua New Guinea. The event was highlighted by a charity walk and a whole-day family carnival at the National Stadium. This is only one good example of Buddhist initiatives in Singapore at social work and responding to the needs of the unfortunate and needy not only in Singapore and also overseas. On 16 June 2001, 25 undergraduates from the National University of Singapore Buddhist Society began their one-week humanitarian Myanmar mission, codenamed “The Song of the Apsaras.” The project, initiated by the Buddhist Fellowship, provided needy children in Myanmar with 260 hearing 9
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The first lay Dharma teacher to benefit from this programme is Piya Tan.
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 aids, two hearing testers, old clothes, medicine and other assistance. The project, co-ordinated by Dr. Ng Yee Kong, was funded by the Buddhist Fellowship (non-sectarian), the Burmese Buddhist Temple, the Palelai Buddhist Temple (Thai) and the Phor Kark See Temple (Chinese Mahayana). This is a good example of intra-Buddhist interdenominational cooperation involving young Buddhists and academia



Fig 30. Inter-religious Organization, Singapore Buddhist growth In the latest census (2000), the population of Buddhists in Singapore has risen to 42.5%, from only 31.2% in 1990. In the 2001 general elections, at least two practising Buddhists made it to Parliament (Ong Seh Hong and Khaw Boon Wan). Meantime, the new generation of Singaporean Buddhists have shown remarkable vision in their mission by emphasizing educational and right livelihood projects besides the traditional practices such as meditation.



Fig 31. NUS Buddhist Society members visiting Myanmar, 2001
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Fig 32a. Khaw Boon Wan, MP



© Singapore Department of Statistics. All rights reserved.



Fig 32b. Dr Ong Seh Hong, MP



Various national courses (such as the Buddhist Youth Leadership Training Camps) and global conferences (like the Y2000 Global Conference on Buddhism) are being held on a regular basis. The follow-up Y2002 Global Conference will be held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The For You Information, a monthly publication of Buddhist activities in Singapore has a permanent list of at least 120 Buddhist temples and groups in Singapore. 37. THE SETH (ŚREHĪ) In my previous lecture entitled “Buddhism in India,” I briefly mentioned the religious virtuoso or “religious specialist” as a person who is perceived as having a vital grasp of Buddhist doctrine and spirit by sheer personality and social status. In terms of salvation, each of the four periods of Buddhist history in India differs in the conception of its religious virtuoso or ideal.
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 We shall now extend this framework of the four periods of Buddhist history, lasting roughly 500 years each (except the last), to the social development of Buddhism. 1st period––the liberated saint or Arhat, in whom all cravings are extinguished and who will no more be reborn. 2nd period––the Bodhisattva, the hypostasis (or embodiment) of compassion, that is, a being (human or otherwise) who wishes to save other beings, even at the cost of postponing his own enlightenment. 3rd period––the Siddha, the holy man or religious adept who is totally in harmony with his environment that he is under no constraint whatsoever and as a free agent is able to manipulate the cosmic forces both inside and outside himself. 4th period––the Seth (Śrehī), a secular professional or executive, a person of means (including one with a title or academic qualification), whose charisma and social or academic success are regarded as blessings of past good karma, as such, worthy of emulation and respect as a teacher. [Seth is a modern Hindi word for a wealthy entrepreneur or businessman. The traditional definition of sehi is given in the PED as “foreman of a guild, treasurer, banker, “City man,” wealthy merchant, V 1:15 f, 271 f, 2:110 f, 157, S 1:89…etc.”] In the final analysis, only the Arhat is the true ideal of early Buddhism. Each of the other three types are the “ideal Buddhist” as envisioned in later times. Each of these types appears to be a quantum leap from the original Arhat ideal. However, we should view them as “social ideals” reflecting the religious needs of contemporary society. These ideals are not mutually exclusive, but overlap as concentric circles emanating from the Arhat ideal at the centre. The Arhat ideal actually underlies all the other three social ideals since as long as the Noble Eightfold Path exists, it is possible to gain enlightenment. Buddhism in modern Singapore An interesting feature of current Buddhist work in Singapore and Malaysia is the strong involvement of lay Buddhists, especially successful professionals and corporate leaders––the Seth––as exemplified in the highly successful Buddhist Fellowship in Singapore and the Buddhist Gem Fellowship in Malaysia). Such lay workers also organize overseas missions (for example, to India and Burma) to help the less fortunate. If this goes on in a larger and more sustained manner, we can happily say the Singapore (that is more involved in such projects) would become the true “heart of Buddhist south-east Asia.” An interesting development in lay Buddhism in Malaysia and Singapore is the promotion of the notion of Buddhism as corporate success––that Buddhism in urban Malaysia and Singapore is effectively defined and propagated by successful lay professionals. The success––academic, social and economic– –of a lay Buddhist teacher or leader is regarded as his or her “good karma,” and such a person serves as a model or ideal for other lay Buddhists. According to the Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism [by Max Weber, 1930], Calvinist belief in predestination encouraged what became an irresistible need to determine whether one was among the chosen; such predestination made sacraments unnecessary and led to devaluation of the sacred; in its place, economic success in this world came to be accepted as the demonstration of God’s favour; this created the psychological and sociological conditions for importing ascetic values from the monastery into worldly vocations, as one labored to prove oneself saved by reinvesting any surplus rather than consuming it. Gradually this original goal became attenuated, yet inner-worldly asceticism did not disappear as God became more distant and heaven less relevant. (David Loy, 1998:19)
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 Such a development is almost reflective of a Buddhist version of the Protestant work ethic of the West (Max Weber, 1930), which expresses the theory that modern capitalism arose out of an association of a Calvinistic concern for moral obligation and economic success––except that in the Singapore case, the ethic is less ascetic and more pragmatic. Religion of the rich In the history of world religions, there is a clear pattern, even during the founder’s life, showing a close connection between wealth and faith. The main reason for the religion’s success is closely linked to worldly wealth and patronage of the wealthy (defined as those with surplus income), and in churched religions, the support of the elite and the powerful. The religion of such a group, in the case of Buddhism, is that of an “elite Buddhism,” that is, one defined by popular trends and notions, often leaning on superficiality and status. Religion is attractive to the powerful or power-inclined often for its ability to hold or mold the minds of the faithful, and whoeover controls and defines God or faith, controls the faithful. The effects of such a trend of the elitism of the wealthy can be seen in recent history. In Europe, as a result of political and economic effects of the Seven Years’ War (1756-63),10 and the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, 11 the European bourgeoisie prospered, and, George Savage notes, their wealth enabled them to become patrons and arbiters of taste. Primarily interested in the arts as a method of display or as status symbols, they demanded an excess of intricate and expensive ornament. In the Far East the same process of degeneration began at the same time, at least partly as a result of the large number of export orders received. This pernicious influence was kept at bay for awhile [sic] by the emperor Ch’ien Lung, who stigmatized the English as cultural barbarians, but became more pronounced in the 19th century. Similar tendencies may be seen in Japanese pottery after 1853, when many factories worked almost entirely in styles demanded by their customers in the West. (Encyclopaedia Britannica 15th ed 1983 14:915) Savage’s article is about pottery, but the reaction here very well applies to religious trends and taste, and in both cases, it typifies the affluent milieu. There is nothing wrong in being rich and religious; in fact, worldly wealth and spiritual wellbeing are regarded as the results of one’s good karma and conducive current circumstances. As long as spiritual virtues define the person, wealth would be in wise hands, benefiting self, other and the environment. Buddhism should not be merely a fashionable badge, or a trophy or trinket on one’s cluttered showcase, to be admired or exhibited or prattled about after a round of golf or a drink at the country club. Then, one is only tasting yesterday’s stale fare. Let us be ants while the bright warm sun shine, so that we are well even in inclement times. 38. DISENGAGEMENT AND ENGAGEMENT Buddhism and violence Although we are living in a technically advanced world with high-speed global connections, we have seen that the year 2001 was a religiously violent one, especially with the total destruction of the Bamiyan Buddha image in Afghanistan and the 11th September (911) bombings of the World Trade Centre in New York by Muslim terrorists. Religious violence, too, gave Buddhism the deathblow in India during the 13th 10



The Seven Years’ War was a conflict between the major European powers: France, Austria and Russia on one side, and Great Britain and Prussia on the other. As a result of it, Great Britain emerged as the undisputed leader in overseas colonization and Prussia the most powerful force in Europe. 11 The Industrial Revolution refers to the economic and social changes that mark the passage from an agraian handicraft economy to one dominated by industry and machinery. In simple terms, it is a switch from human-centred productivity to profit-centred mass production where supply is guided by demand.
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 century. We also witnessed how hatred was answered by hatred, an-eye-for-an-eye violence, with the US bombing of Afghanistan. 2001 was indeed year of religious and political terrorism. Buddhism has launched no crusades nor hurled any dharmacakras against those who violated against them. Some may think that Buddhism is politically weak, but history has witnessed otherwise, as in the cases of mediaeval Japan [20] and of modern Vietnam [21], where Buddhists acted politically in their own interests. In the case of Japan, it was for selfish end; in Vietnam, it was against persecution. Buddhists may not be outwardly violent, but if non-violence is a spiritual virtue, then Buddhists should not, by holding on to a certain view (be it Abhidhamma or the teachings of a lama), condemn other views as wrong simply because they are different. This is a violence of another kind––that of intolerance. No matter how convinced one is about a doctrine, there must be room for doubt, understanding and openness. This space for doubt, understanding and openness is beholden to all unawakened beings. Otherwise, we would only prove the secular scholars right––that religion may not be about war but it is certainly not about peace, that “every religion is about absolute belief in its own superiority and the divine right to impose itself upon others” (Pervex Amirali Hoodbhoy, “Getting on the right path,” Sunday Times, 6 January 2002).12 Roots of intolerance Like politics, religion deals with power: politics is the search for this-worldly power, religion is about other-worldly power. When the two paths cross in violence, the other-worldly power often triumphs, usually at great human cost: the Crusades, the Iranian Revolution of 1979 which ended the Pahlavi dynasty, and the self-immolating monks of Vietnam who toppled the Diem regime. These are extreme cases, of course, the climax of protracted tension between two diverse social orders. Buddhism, like any religion, has a dark side, the Jungian “shadow,” that continually lurks in the shadows of the Bodhi tree. There are often those who feel they have finally attained some penetrative insight into the Buddha’s “secrets,” perhaps through the Abhidharma, Tantra or meditation; or they have finally found that guru who is perceived as being enlightened or a saint. In their hearts, they fervently think that what they have found is right––the “only way,” all else is “wrong view.” These are the “Buddhist” fanatics and cult leaders; but their kind is found in all religions.13 In his instructive even if jingoistic book, Fighting for the Future: Will America Triumph? (1999), Ralph Peters identifies five social pools that exist in some form in all significant cultures, from which today’s and tomorrow’s warriors (and zealots) may emerge. Of these five, two apply to Buddhist zealots: (1) The entrepreneurs of conflict form the most dangerous pool, because in their cultural context, they generally possess the best and most varied intelligence networks of all warrior groups. Touched by a dark genius, they are masters of timing and surprise. They have the makings of merciless warlords who can take control of cities, regions and countries. (2) The underclass males, losers who have little or no education, no skills, no abiding attractiveness to women, and no future. For them, the end of fighting means the end of good times. (Quoted by Richard Lim, “From terrified to terrorising,” Sunday Times 30 Sep 2001) From these two pools, one may expect Buddhist zealots to arise. The best teachings of Buddhism do not permit the birth of religious warriors in its ranks, but these zealots would be violent in their own way, finding lost causes to draw attention and followers. If these zealots are identified early and exposed, they would be taken less seriously. Then, surely Buddhists would be spared much pain and would not contribute to social hardship. Proper Buddhist 12



Recommended reading: Chappell, Buddhist Peacework, Boston: Wisdom, 1999. On the shadow in Buddhism, see, for example, Katy Butler, “Encountering the Shadow in Buddhist America” in Abrams & Zweig, ed. 1991:137-147. There are current “cult” cases detailed in the “FWBO Files”, see www.fwbo-files.com. 13
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 education and social welfare services are vital to keep people to the wisdom and compassion of the Middle Way.14 The new world religion In his lectures and writings, David Loy often jokes that the new world religion as “moneytheism,” “the religion of the market” (1998), but the joke is on us, he declares, “For more and more people, the value-system of money is supplanting traditional religions, as part of a profound secular conversion we only dimly understand.” (“Buddhism and Money” in Fu & Wawrytko, 1991: 297, 306) The Buddhist attitude towards wealth is a positive one, in the sense that what is well-earned should be well-enjoyed (A 2:67 f, 3:44-46, 3:76-78; S 1:89-91). From these Buddhist texts, it is clear that Buddhists have a utilitarian view of wealth: money is what money does. One’s wealth is for “making merit,” for accumulating good karma for a better life here and hereafter, while waiting for Nirvana. Good karma cannot arise if one is all alone without other beings. One gains good karma in one’s wholesome interaction with others, primarily by giving (dāna) to others. Wealth, in other words, is to be shared. To Buddhists, there is the joy of sharing: “By means of wealth thus acquired [through wholesome self-effort], I both enjoy my wealth and do meritorious deeds.” Thinking thus, joy comes to him, satisfaction comes to him (A 2:68). In a remarkable passage in the Cakkavatti,sīhanāda Sutta, the Buddha using mythical language tells an ancient story of how15 …from not giving of wealth to the needy, poverty became rife; from the rise in poverty, stealing increased; from the rise in theft, the use of weapons increased; from the rise in use of weapons, the taking of life increased––from the taking of life, people’s lifespan decreased, their beauty decreased. (D 3:68) But not all crimes are committed by the dispossessed; not all terrorist acts are those of the oppressed. Greed, hatred and delusion are the religion of all alike, religious and secular. While we await the coming of the one world, the global village, “we should know that of the world’s 100 largest economies, 51 are not countries but corporations. There is a lot of poverty out there.” (Richard Lim, “How the New War will be fought,” Sunday Times, 30 Sep 2001)16 The arrogance of the secularists led to a civil war between two power groupings, capitalism and communism, that divided the world, which was asked to believe that the victor would have the Truth…. Most important of all, secularists have to admit that there are fundamentalists amongst them, too, including those who couch their faiths in terms of sovereign nationalist interests or insist that only their claim of universalism is valid and all others must conform to their standards. Without sufficient attention to spiritual needs, especially of people in the poorer nations of the world, secularism does not deserve the respect it has had so far. (Wang Gangwu, “Limits of secularism,” Sunday Times 25 November 2001)



14



The fundamentalists can only hold on to power when people are totally wretched and uneducated and can be kept in complete ignorance or simply occupied by a desperate struggle for existence. (George M. Spencer, “Why government must remain secular”, ST 15 Nov 2001). 15 For a discussion on this passage, see M.L. Fenn, “Two Notions of Poverty in the Pali Canon”, Journal of Buddhist Ethics 3 1996: 98-125. 16 Recommended reading: Peter Harvey, 2000: ch. 5 (Economic ethics).
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Engaged Buddhism Although Buddhism began as an other-worldly monastic system, the Buddha gave social teachings such as those found in the Sigālovāda Sutta (D 3:180-193) and the Ādiya Sutta (A 3:44 f.). One remarkable contemporary monk who sees Buddhism as radically “socially engaged” is Thich Nhat Hanh, Vietnamese Zen master, poet and peace activist.17 On the invitation of the Fellowship of Reconciliation, in 1966, at the beginning of the Vietnam War (1965-75), he left Vietnam for the West where he has lived and worked ever since. In 1967, he was nominated by Martin Luther King for the Nobel Peace Prize. Unable to return to Vietnam, he received asylum in France, where he currently lives in Plum Village, a small community he founded. His philosophy and teachings have inspired many Buddhist activists such as the Siamese Buddhist Sulaks Sivaraksa,18 who formed the International Network of Engaged Buddhists, whose headquarters are in Bangkok (Harvey, 2000: 218-224). The Buddhist Peace Fellowship in Berkeley, USA, works along the same lines. Modern Buddhist academics and practitioners like David Chappell and David Loy are giving socially-engaged Buddhism a powerful voice today.



Fig 33. Wat Tham Krabok (Thailand) treating an ex-addict patient.



Buddhist drug therapy One of the most dramatic and successful stories of Buddhist social engagement is that of the herbal drug therapy of Phra Chamroon (1926-1999) of Wat Tham Krabok, a forest temple in Saraburi, 125 km north of Bangkok. The centre started over 20 years ago. Phra Chamroon claims that his radical therapy–– using only homegrown herbs and Buddhist spirituality––cures 70% of addicts and has treated Thais as well as foreigners, including wealthy businessmen, Italian fashion designers, rock stars, senior Muslim politicians, Asian politicians, and children of the rich and famous. According to Phra Gordon Baltimore, an ex-mercernary, who has now found peace at Wat Tham Krabok, “One American drug company came here and offered us millions of dollars for our secret. Even President Bush sent people here to study what we do. What these people don't understand is that it's not just the yaa [“medicine”] that cures an addict. If you take the yaa out of this sacred place it will lose its power–everything here is sacred. The hills, the stones, the plants and trees.” Phra Chamroon received the Ramon Magsaysay Prize for Public Service in 1970 and other awards in recognition of his humanitarian work. Phra Chamroon’s work is being carried on by his brother Phra Charoen. This website http://www2.gol.com/users/isett/ features.pages/drug temple.html provides not only update on his work, but a feature on Wat Prabat Nampoo in Lopburi province, a hospice for the AIDS stricken. 39. THE FOREST TRADITION OUTSIDE ASIA Christian monasticism There are two parallel traditions of contemplative monasticism in the world today: the Buddhist forest tradition and the Catholic contemplative orders. It is possible that Buddhism or Buddhist monastic17 18



See Lopez (ed) 2002:201-206. See Lopez (ed) 2002:211-216.
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 ism was known to the early Christians especially at Alexandria that housed the ancient world’s most famous library. The library was started by Alexander the Great, and flourished under the royal patronage of the first two book-loving Ptolemies (4th-3rd centuries BCE), and survived until Roman times in the 3rd century CE. (The new US$200 million hi-tech Fig 34. Forest monk, Sri Lanka Bibliotheca Alexandrina, located very near the original ancient library, is due to be inaugurated on 23 April 2002.) Hesychasm, a type of Eastern Christian monastic life, bears interesting parallels with Buddhist contemplative monasticism. The Hesychasts aimed to attain divine quietness (Greek hēsychia) through the contemplation of God in an uninterrupted manner. St. John Climacus (c. 579-c. 649), one of the greatest Hesychast writers produced a very precise “method of prayer,” advising novices to fix their eyes during prayer on the “middle of the body,” in order to “attach the prayer to their breathing.” Anti-Hesychasts attacked the Hesychasts, calling them omphalopsuchoi, that is, those having their souls in their navels! St. Pachomius (c 290-346) founded Christian coenobitical (communal) monasticism, which was “theologically bolstered by Basil the Great, passed on to the Latin West by John Cassan, and exemplified for all of Western monasticism in Benedict of Nursia and the Benedictine Rule, can also be found in Buddhism (and in Qumran).” (Küng 1993: 346). The essential elements of Christian coenobitic life are:19 (1) common quarters for living, working, and praying; (2) uniformity in dress, diet, and ascetical bearing; (3) safeguarding of the community by means of a written rule based on obedience. Despite differences in background and many modifications (such as no vow of obedience), “this pattern is also characteristic of the Buddha––but not of Jesus, the Christ of the Christians.” (Küng 1993: 346) 19
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Fig 35. Santikaro & friend at Thomas Merton’s 25th death anniversary, 1993



K Baus, “Kionobitenum” in Lexikon für Theologie und Kirche 6:368.
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 Buddhist-Christian dialogue If the Church’s current vigil of Buddhism by way of dialogue and its growing assimilation of Buddhist meditation is anything to go by, it would not be surprising that it had done the same in the past. In that case, both religions have a common contemplative tradition going back to the Buddha himself. The Buddhist-Christian dialogue that began in academic circles is building up, increasingly involving more practitioners from both sides. In 1987, a conference entitled “Buddhist-Christian Dialogue: Toward the Human Future,” held in Berkeley, California, was attended by over 750 people from 19 countries and 34 states. From this conference The Society for Buddhist-Christian Dialogue was formed The first such Buddhist-Christian conference was first held in Honolulu in 1980, bringing together a core group of practitioners and scholars for a significant exchange of views. It resulted in the formation of the North American Theological Encounter Group, led by Professors Masao Abe and John B. Cobb, Jr., which has been meeting regularly every since. The Society also publishes a scholarly journal called the Buddhist-Christian Studies. A growing number of Buddhist monks and nuns are becoming more involved in Buddhist-Christian dialogue on a personal basis. Santikaro Bhikkhu, Buddhadasa Bhikkhu’s pupil and translator, for example, has conducted retreats for Catholic religious in Thailand and the Philippines. For many years, he has been a special friend of the World Community for Christian Meditation (WCCM). In 2001, he came to Singapore on invitation of the Catholics to conduct talks and meditation at local churches. In June 2001, at the invitation of Perth’s Dean, John Shepherd, Ajahn Brahmavaso, a teacher from the Cittaviveka Order, of the Thai forest contemplative tradition, became the first Buddhist to preach at a Eucharist (“thanksgiving,” the most sacred of the Anglican liturgies) in St. George’s Anglican Cathedral, Perth, Western Australia. In The West Australian newspaper, which reported the event, Dr. Shepherd said that the Mass celebrated “creation in all its diversity” and that “Christianity needed to move away from the idea that it was the only way to God.” The Cittaviveka Order One of the most important turning-points in Buddhism in the West began in 1977, when, on the invitation of the English Sangha Trust [29], Ajahn Sumedho accompanied his teacher Ajahn Chah on a visit to England and then stayed behind to establish a successful Theravada forest Sangha.20 In 1979, the 108-acre Chithurst Buddhist Monastery or Cittaviveka was founded in West Sussex. In 1984, a large training centre, Amaravati Buddhist Monastery, was established just outside the village of Great Gaddesden near Hemel Hempstead in Hertfordshire. In 1985, two monks were sent to establish a branch monastery in New Zealand. Another branch monastery was also set up in Switzerland. Roman Catholics have been showing great interest in Buddhist meditation. This is evident in their growing dialogue and affinity with the Cittaviveka Order––the forest tradition of Ajahns Chah (19181992), Sumedho, Brahmavamso and their lineage––wherever they have their monasteries. Australia In 1972, the Buddhist Society of Western Australia for formed with its headquarters at the Dhammaloka Buddhist Centre in Nollamara, near Perth. In 1983, the Bodhinyana Monastery was established at Serpentine, 60 km south-east of Perth, co-founded by Ajahn Jagaro (now a layman) and Ajahn Brahmavamso. In 1998, the Dhammasara Nuns’ Monastery was established on a large property at Gidgegannup, 45 km northeast of Perth, with Sister Vayāmā as head.



20



On the inspiring account of how Ajahn Chah established the forest order in Britain, see Sandra Bell, “Being Creative With Tradition: Rooting Theravāda Buddhism in Britain,” 2000.
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Fig. 36 Cittaviveka Order (forest monastic tradition) (Clockwise l-r) Ajahn Chah , Ajahn Sumedho , nuns ’ ordination at Chithurst , England, Ajahn Brahmavamso (Australia)



By fully keeping to the letter and spirit of the Vinaya, the Cittaviveka Order has been receiving massive lay patronage and respect from co-religionists. It has clearly proven the relevance, indeed necessity, of traditional monasticism in today’s society. As long as people wish to change themselves for the better rather than to change Buddhism to suit themselves, the Buddha Dharma is alive to them. This is the rationale behind Buddhist monasticism––that spirituality need not be updated. Lay Buddhism, being the way of the world, however, is a different matter. 40. A FUTURE VISION Converting Buddhism Contemporary scholars of Buddhism like Gregory Schopen (1988) and Robert Sharf (2002) have clearly shown us that much of post-Buddha Buddhism (and religion in general) is what we have created and invented depending on our views and needs, propping up a prescriptive “textbook Buddhism” often without being aware of historical realities of the religion as actually practised by the faithful. Despite the wealth and availability of authoritative Buddhist teachers and teachings, most American converts, including many educated and well-respected Western Buddhist teachers, show little interest in appraising the fidelity of their Buddhist understanding against Asian norms. This is
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Fig 37. A traditional and true role of a monk (Sri Lanka)
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 not to say that they are unconcerned with issues of authority; it is just that authority is deemed to lies in the transcendent (ahistorical and transcultural) truth of the teachings rather than in correspondence to Asian archetypes, and this view gives North Americans the freedom to pick and choose… Indeed, many American Buddhists see their challenge as extricating the essence from centuries of Asian cultural accretions, and they have little patience for scholars who would question such an enterprise on historical or doctrinal backgrounds. Accordingly, American Buddhists prefer tracts by modern Western or Westernized Asian teachers to translation of classical texts or scholarly expositions of doctrine. Needless to say, these attitudes do not reflect traditional Buddhist ideals, but rather bespeak deeply ingrained Protestant American attitudes toward religious truth, authority, and institutions. The Zeitgeist is so persuasive and compelling (not so mention lucrative) that many Asian Buddhist missionaries have, consciously or otherwise, assimilated Western religious attitudes, thereby becoming complicit in the American reinvention of Buddhism. (Sharf 2002:23 f)21 Such a situation is of course not restricted to North American alone, but can be found wherever Buddhists are motivated by negative roots, so that instead of looking for a proper Buddhist system of personal development, they create their own Buddhism of greed, Buddhism of hate and Buddhism and delusion. Buddhist theology Scholars of religions, too, have made important contributions to giving new life to the Buddhism as a religion. Only last year, for example, a group of academics discussed the notion of a Buddhist “theology” and published their thoughts in Buddhist Theology: Critical Reflections by Contemporary Buddhist Scholars (ed Jackson & Makransky 2000). Understandably, the concept of “theology” has broadened from being specifically “the study of the nature of God and religious truth” to being “a rational inquiry into religious questions.” Even before the advent of such helpful technical terms, Buddhist theology had existed in practice, in terms of (1) explaining the Teaching for the benefit of the masses (homiletics); (2) commentarial gloss on difficult passages (hermeneutics); and (3) clarification of apparent contradictions in doctrine and defence of dialectical attacks from others (apologetics). [We shall look at these a little more closely in “Teaching Methods of the Buddha.”] Although Buddhism today still emphasizes a direct transmission of the Dharma through the oral tradition between teacher and pupil, the religion is even more popularly transmitted as a written tradition to people who either are new to the Buddhism or do not wish to be identified by the Buddhist label. As such, it is vital to have a broad base of textual discipline so that Buddhism can benefit the greatest number of beings. Buddhist text translations The Buddhist texts are so extensive––the Pali Canon itself is estimated to be over 11 times the Christian Bible—that it takes great faith, patience and some bookish sense to be able to effectively digest them even in an abridged translation. Moreover, only recently have we more authoritative translations of Buddhists texts done by practising Buddhists themselves. Such important translations include: o o o



the Long Discourses of the Buddha (Dīgha tr. Maurice Walshe, Kandy: BPS, 1995); the Middle Length Discourses of the Buddha (Majjhima tr. Bhikkhu „āamoli and Bhikkhu Bodhi, Boston: Wisdom, 1995) and the Connected Discourses of the Buddha (Sayutta tr. Bhikkhu Bodhi, Boston: Wisdom, 2000). [See illustration] 21



For a discussion of the manner in which Tibetan teachers are implicated in the domestication of Buddhism in the West, see Lopez 1988:181-207. For a study of DT Suzuki, see Sharf 1995b.
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The fourth volume, a translation of the Aguttara Nikāya, is being prepared by Bhikkhu Bodhi at the time of writing. Unfinished symphonies Of the Pali Canon, only the Aguttara Nikāya now awaits a new authoritative translation, and with its completion, the four Nikāyas, embodying the early teachings of the Buddha would be complete. Sadly, there are a number of other major “Unfinished Symphonies” in Buddhist academia today. One such unfinished masterpiece is the Critical Pali Dictionary (CPD) [30], begun in 1924. The Pali Tipiaka Concordance (PTC) started in 1950 Fig 37. Authoritative annotated under the editorship of Edward Miles Hare and was translation of Sayutta Nikaya published by the Pali Text Society. After his death in 1958, by Bhikkhu Bodhi (2000) work on the Concordance was painfully slow. To date (after more than 40 years) the PTC has only reached Vol. III (P-Bārāaseyyaka, 1993). This Concordance is useful because it lists (according to the Indian word order) all the occurrences of a Pali word or phrase in the Pali Canon so that they could be located easily. Another unfinished work is the Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, begun in 1955 Sri Lanka as part of the Buddha Jayanti (Buddhist Era 2500), of which only the first few volumes have been completed to date. The PTS has begun publishing a new Pali-English dictionary, entitled A Pāli Dictionary, Part I (AKh) by Margaret Cone (2001). Learning from others Before we close, let us look ahead a bit to see what Buddhism might face in the immediate future, say for the next generation. There was a time, especially from the 1950s at the height of the influence of Protestant Buddhism from Sri Lanka, when Buddhists (in Malaysia and Singapore at least) regarded terms like “religion,” “church,” “faith,” etc. as being “unbuddhist” since they were common Christian terms or terms (like “religion”) that the evangelists condemned. Consciously or unconsciously, many English-educated Buddhists, especially in former colonies (like Malaysia and Singapore) have taken evangelical Christianity as their standard. This “religious pegging” is obvious in the popularity of Buddhist music and “hymns,” and even the Buddhist liturgy (partly due to the the influence of the Buddhist Churches of America), as in the responsive prayers. Such Buddhist responses, however, have been common ever since the rise of Mahayana in the 1st century BCE. Obviously, Westerners and those familiar with Christianity who turn to Buddhism are not as much attracted to Christian doctrines as they are to Buddhism. Much less do they approve of Christian evangelical marketing and biblical packaging. Buddhists generally, albeit tacitly, admire most Christians for their faith in their religion and for their textual discipline centering around the Bible. While the Christians are openly attracted to Buddhist meditation and Christianizing it, many Buddhist workers are returning the compliment by studying and adopting Christian methods of education and preaching. This propensity for learning from each other is what makes them living world religions–– because they are willing to learn from challenges and adapt to social conditions in the contemporary free market of faiths. Universality of Emptiness Let me close on an open note. As I have mentioned earlier, I envision that Buddhism, at least its spirit, would be at the core of peaceful and engaged religions of the future. As religions have better information, experience and understanding of one another, it is easier to find a common ground on which all religions can agree.
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Spread of Buddhism (a strategic study) by Piya Tan ©2002, 2004 Buddhism is unique in that it rejects the idea of a creator God and yet is a religion, teaching Nirvana as the ultimate reality. Buddhism has been called a non-theistic religion. John Hick [31] proposes the Buddhist term śūnyatā, “emptiness” (that is, something that transcends conceptualization) as the ultimate reality, the Real. This ultimate reality manifests itself in Buddhism in the doctrine of Interdependent Origination: Let us humour Hick by regarding śūnyatā as the ultimate reality, in itself physically inexperienceable and beyond the scope of human conceptuality (1993:114). It can be directly experienced in a range of different ways, however, made possible by the different spiritual disciplines and systems of religious thought: There are Jewish, Christian, Muslim and Hindu and other theistic experiences of sunyata as a personal deity. There is the advaitic Hindu experience of sunyata as Brahman. And there is the Mahayana Buddhist experience of sunyata as the world-process, pratitya-samutpada. (Hick, 1993:114) Of course, Hick adds, this is not the only authentic mode of experience of the ultimate, but there is a range of it. Spiritual openness While it is unbuddhist to attack other religions, it is also unbuddhist to ignore them. The middle way is to have open and wholesome dialogue amongst thinkers and practitioners, between Buddhist and the non-Buddhist alike.22 The task of reasoning from within a tradition and between traditions cannot be left only to believers of a religion but must engage people from different traditions in a larger public and international environment that is hospitable to open and honest debate. (Kwok Kian Woon, “The worlds of the war,” Straits Times 31 Dec 2001) In closing, I would like to return to the present, and let Professor Lewis Lancaster, a rare humble man of great vision and learning who is truly a friend to all Buddhists, have the last word: Buddhism has always been characterized by a willingness and ability to adapt to new locations and to allow for the presence of other meta-narratives within its sphere. Taoism, Confucianism, shamanism, and popular cults have all served the religious life and practices of Buddhism. This rare ability to accept the value of other narratives may turn out to be Buddhism’s greatest contribution to our contemporary situation. (Lewis Lancaster in Fu & Wawrytko, 1991:352)



Fig 39. Stingel (1994). A modern western artist’s vision of Buddhist relevance in our times.
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On religious pluralism, see Yagi & Swidler, 1988; John Hick, 1985 & 1993: Sect. C.; Chappell 1991.
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ABBREVIATIONS [For other abbreviations and textual conventions, please refer to Piyasilo, Guide to Buddhist Studies, 1990 (unpublished MSS).]



AA DA DhsA:PR



Aguttara Nikāya Ahakathā = Commentary to the Numerical Sayings (volume: page). Dīgha Nikāya Ahakathā = Commentary to the Long Sayings (volume: page). The Expositor, 2 vols. [Attha,sālinī, Commentary to the Dhamma,sagaī] tr. Pe Maung Tin & Mrs. Rhys Davids, London: PTS, 1920-21. 2 vols. JPTS Journal of the Pali Text Society, London. MA Majjhima Nikāya Ahakathā = Commentary to the Middle Length Sayings (volume: page). Pek:„ The Peaka-disclosure, Peakopadesa. Tr. Bhikkhu „āamoli. PTS Translation Series 35. London: Luzac, 1964. PTS The Pali Text Society (1881). SA Sayutta Nikāya Ahakathā = Commentary to the Connected Length Sayings (volume: page).
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